with vertex a and axis in the direction t>, whose generating rays from a come within distance e of a + v. We define the upper and lower m dimensional densities of the measure y at the point a as However, it can happen that ©"(DC 1 \__W,a) = 0 for all a, even though 3C" ( W) > 0. Accordingly upper densities are generally more useful than lower densities.
For any measure y over R n we define the (y, m) approximate tangent vectors at the point a as the elements of the closed cone (with vertex 0) Tan"(y, a) = fl {v: ®* m [y L E(a, Ü, e), a] > 0}.
e>0
This notion generalizes the classical tangent cone
Tan^, a) = f] [v: a E Clos[S n E(a, v, e)])
e>0 of a subset S of R n at a, because
Tan(S, a) = Tan°(0(P |_ S, a).
It was one of the basic tasks of geometric measure theory to develop applicable criteria characterizing those measures y for which the cones Tan m (y, a) associated with y almost all points a are m dimensional vectorspaces. We will soon describe such criteria in terms of rectifiability and projection properties.
In case ScR" and y is a measure over R n we say that: 5 is m rectifiable if and only if either m = 0 and S is finite or m is a positive integer and there exists a Lipschitzian map of some bounded subset of R m onto S. S is (y, m) rectifiable if and only if y(5) < oo and y almost all of S can be covered by some countable family of m rectifiable sets.
S is purely (y, m) unrectifiable if and only if S contains no m rectifiable set rwithy(r) > 0.
Rectifiability generalizes a classical approach to first order smoothness, because [23, §3.2.29] a subset S of R n with 3C" (S) < oo is (3C, m) rectifiable if and only if OC" almost all of S can be covered by some countable family of m dimensional submanifolds of (differentiability) class 1 of R n . The first nontrivial purely (%\ 1) unrectifiable subset of R 2 was discovered by Gross. It was a Cartesian product K X K with 0 < %\K X K) < oo, where K was a compact subset of R obtained through a modified Cantor construction, removing from each compact interval the central open subinterval half as long. In this formula for 5^ (B) we integrate the varying number of points of intersection of B with arbitrary n -m dimensional affine subspaces/?"" 1 !^} of R", generalizing Crofton's classical method for finding the length of a plane curve, and also Cauchy's method for finding the area of the boundary of a convex solid.
All the concepts which we have introduced are joined in the following structure theorem [23, §3.3] . 
If y is a

W(S) = 9?(S) whenever S c W n E.
Combining the last assertion with (5) we infer
T n (W) = 9»{W n £) + W"(W~E) = $?(W) + ^{W-E),
3C"( W) = 3f( JT) (f anrf ÖAZ/ V (f W û (3C, m) rectifiable.
More recently it has been shown by Marstrand and Mattila [56] that e™(W"l_W,a)<l for W" almost all a in W ~ E.
The stronger conjecture that ©"(3C* \_W,a)< 0* m (9C M L W, a) for 3C* almost all a in W ~ E is still unsettled in case m > 1 ; it was verified in case m = 1 by Besicovitch, A. P. Morse, Randolph and E. F. Moore.
To illustrate quite simply why the theory really needs approximate tangents, rather than ordinary tangents, we consider a countable family Q of circles contained in R 2 such that 2 %\C) < oo and U ^ is dense in R During his pioneering and penetrating study of purely (X 1 , 1) unrectifiable subsets of the plane, Besicovitch constructed many beautiful examples, of which the following is particularly illuminating: Let (? 3 , <7 4 for % x almost all a in II. It is not known whether every set with finite 9? measure is (¥?, m) rectifiable. This problem is equivalent to the question: Does there exist a set
3. Mapping formulas. We now turn to the discussion of integral formulas relating the Hausdorff measures of the domains, images and level sets of Lipschitzian maps. For this purpose, and for later use with differential forms and currents, we first briefly review some Grassmann algebra.
Each vectorspace V (over R) is naturally embedded in its exterior algebra A*r= 0 A k v,
the free graded anticommutative algebra with identity generated by V 9 which is characterized (up to isomorphism) by the requirements that Ao^ = R> 1 is the identity of /\*V, /\ X V= V and, for every graded anticommutative algebra
with identity, every linear map of V into A x extends to a unique identity preserving graded algebra homomorphism of A*^ i nt0 A. In particular, every linear map L: V -> V' extends to the induced homomorphism A*£: A,r->A*r' whose direct summands are the linear maps
Multiplication in A* V is denoted by the wedge symbol AOne makes A* V a Hopf algebra by means of the diagonal homomorphism into A* y ® A* V which maps v G V onto v ® 1 + 1 ® t>.
The dual algebra is isomorphic to the alternating algebra of V 9
A*^= ê AV, 
Every linear map L: F -» F' induces a homomorphism
for <f> G A**" and t>" ..., v k G F. has Ü" ..., Ü* as base vectors provided £ 7 e 0. To each norm | | on F correspond dual norms on A* P an( * A**' defined as follows:
The mass ||£|| of a fc vector | is the infimum of the set of numbers 
For any function ƒ which maps a neighborhood of the point a in R m into R" and which is differentiable at a, we define the k dimensional Jacobian J J {a) = || /\ k Df(a)\\ whenever 0<JteZ.
The classical Jacobian is J "J {a), and ||2)/(a)|| = J x f(à). We shall see that the Jacobians of all dimensions between 0 and m occur in integral formulas of geometric interest. Early work in geometric measure theory confirmed the validity of the area formula
for every Lipschitzian map ƒ of R m into R" and every £ m measurable set W.
In case ƒ | W is injective the right integral equals ^[/(W)].
Accordingly the m dimensional Hausdorff measure of an m rectifiable set equals its m dimensional volume in the sense of classical differential geometry.
It is useful to extend the area formula from subsets of R m to (3C, m) rectifiable subsets of R\ For this purpose one employs the following notion of approximate differentiability:
A function ƒ, which maps a subset of R n into R", is (y, m) approximately differentiate at the point a if and only if there exists a function g, which maps a neighborhood of a in R n into R", such that
and g is differentiable at a; under these conditions
is uniquely determined by y, m, ƒ, a and is called the (y, m) approximate differential of ƒ at a, denoted (y, m)zipDf(a).
In case Tan m (y, a) is a vectorspace we also define the (y, m) approximate Jacobian
We will omit the prefix (y, m) when it is clear from context. Applying this definition with y = 3C" |_ JF, one can prove [23 If W is an (DC", m) rectifiable DC" measurable subset of R", f is a Lipschitzian map of W into R", /i E Z, 0 < /jt < m, and S is any Borel subset ofWwith%*(S)< oo,then
and f <Kx) • ap JMx) </DC"JC = f f <tfx) dW"-^ d%y for every real valued DC" L f integrable function </ > on W\ moreover We now understand that the essential hypotheses for the transformation of integrals under a differentiable map ƒ include some finiteness condition on the measure of the subset S of the target space, which in turn implies a bound on the rank of the differential of/on the inverse image ƒ ~\S).
The opposite problem is to estimate the measure of the direct image of a set on which the rank of the differential of ƒ has a given bound. Whitney, A. P. It is significant that my notion of exterior normal involves only the measuretheoretic behavior of A with respect to £", and imposes no a priori topological restrictions on A. The boundary of A is not even mentioned. This flexible notion permits the Gauss-Green formula to find its own optimal conditions, consistent with geometric intuition and fulfilling natural requirements of functional analysis. The following general theorem [ One should think of Z as the measuretheoretic boundary of A, with respect to £\ Since Z is contained in the topological boundary of A, which we denote Bdry A, our condition (4) is implied by the hypothesis % n~\ K n Bdry A) < oo for every compact K c R".
However, this hypothesis demands much more than our condition (4 
Weakly differentiable functions.
The differential of a smooth real valued function ƒ on R" is characterized by the fact that, for every Lipschitzian vectorfield £ on R" with compact support,
Since the right integral remains meaningful even when ƒ is not smooth but only locally £" summable, this linear function of £ may be regarded as a measuretheoretic weak differential of ƒ, provided it satisfies the boundedness hypothesis of the Riesz representation theorem.
Weakly differentiable functions have appeared in various guises for fifty years, first in the theory of Lebesgue area and later in partial differential equations. They have been characterized alternately by their total variation along families of parallel lines, by their area bounded smooth approximability, by the n -1 dimensional measures of their (extended) level sets, and by the n dimensional measure of their (extended) graph. Despite this long history, some of the most interesting global geometric characterizations and, more remarkably, the precise local analytic properties of such functions were discovered only during the last decade.
The following theorem [23, §4.5] describes weakly differentiable functions in various ways and lists some consequent properties.
If ƒ is a real valued t
n measurable function such that
with the lower and upper t n approximate limits
, and if
then the following seven conditions are equivalent:
There exist a Radon measure y over R n and a bounded y measurable covectorfield K such that
for every Lipschitzian vectorfield £ on R n with compact support. in case n > 1, wMe V^g < 00 in case n = 1.
Here V means total variation.
Moreover, in case these seven equivalent conditions hold, the following consequences may be drawn:
(x,y) E C if and only if n[A, (x,y)] E S".
Thus the extended graph C of ƒ is % n almost equal to the measuretheoretic boundary of A with respect to £" x Ê 
Much more recently Fédérer [24] generalized the Dirichlet-Jordan theorem concerning functions with bounded variation on R by proving:
Iff is £" summable and weakly differentiable with finite total variation on R", which means that ƒ ||/c|| dy < oo i/i (2), and if 8 > (n -3)/2, fAe/i lim S* (x) * \ forW"* almost allx in R\ Research on weakly differentiable functions has produced far more information than we have time to review here completely. For instance the measure y |_ IMI> as i n (2), is absolutely continuous with respect to < X t " x or £", respectively, if and only if a function g, as in (7), can be chosen continuous or absolutely continuous, respectively, along almost all straight lines in R". However, the extent of our discussion of weakly differentiable functions should suffice to indicate why work on this special topic provided significant motivation and experience for the development of the general theory to which we now turn our attention. 
Currents. It
is relatively topologized by the seminorms v i K \ (S 0j^{U) 9 but their union
is endowed with the largest topology making the inclusion maps from all the spaces ^(U) continuous. An m dimensional current in U is, by definition, a continuous real valued linear function on ^(U). These currents are the elements of the vectorspace endowed with the weak topology generated by the sets
q) m (U)n{S:p<S(<t>)<o}
corresponding to all <f> E W^U) and p, a E R.
The support of a current S E ^) m (U) is the smallest relatively closed subset C of U such that S (</ >) « 0 for all <j> E ^ ( U) with spt <J > c U ~ C.
An m dimensional geometric surface can be represented analytically by a current, because the surface is determined by the operation of integrating arbitrary smooth differential forms of degree m over the surface. Later we will give a precise definition of the class of rectifiable currents, those currents which represent in our view the surfaces most useful for the calculus of variations. First we must discuss parts of the general theory of currents in order to provide an appropriate logical frame for our geometric constructions [23, §4.1] .
The interior and alternating multiplications in the Grassman algebra of R" yield dual operations on currents:
If S E ^m(U) and £: £/-_» /\^R« i s 0 f class oo, then If 5 E <$"(£/) and ^ G S* (£/) with m > A:, then SL^^n (SL^) = 5(M^) for* G <$"-*(£/). One uses the first order partial differentiations D l9 ..., D n inducing continuous endomorphisms of 6 
Among the simplest currents are the following:
To each a E U corresponds the point mass
Whenever {(\ -i)a + tb: 0 < / < 1} c U we define the oriented line segment
To every Radon measure y over f/ corresponds a 0 dimensional current denoted by the same symbol, so that y (0) = ƒ <J > rfy for <ƒ> E <*D°( U).
Using the standard base vectors e x ,. .., e n of R" to define the « vectorfield | orienting R", i(x) = e, A • ' • A e n E A"R" for x E R", we construct the Euclidean current E n = £" AI G ^"(R"), £"(<*>) = ƒ <*, A • • • A *", *(*)> </£"* for ^ E ^(R").
Next we review four constructions basic for geometry, namely the boundary operator, homomorphisms induced by smooth proper maps, Cartesian products and joins of currents.
For 
for <}> E S w (£/') and x E (/. In case 5 E ^) m (U) and/|spt 5 is proper one defines US E 3) w (£/') so that [/ # S](</>) = S (a A/*</>) whenever <ƒ> E ^(t/') and a E ty°(U) with spt 5 n / _1 (spt <t>) c Int{.x: a(x) = 1}. The linear maps/ # and/ # commute with d and 3, respectively.
In case/: U<^> U' is an inclusion map of open subsets of R", then/ # maps dmn/ # = ^(t/) n {S: spt 5 is relatively closed in U') homeomorphically onto im/ # = ^m(f/')n{r:sptrcf/}, and one often fails to distinguish notationally between S and f#S; this applies in particular to currents with compact support in U.
The Cartesian product
and ^ E %{V) is characterized by the following condition:
If <t> E ty ((/) and i// E 3)''^-* ( F), then which holds for each infinitely differentiable homotopy
(S X T)(p*<t> A tf^V) = S(<p)T(xp)
provided h\({t: 0 < / < 1} X spt T) is proper; if/ = 0 the second summand must be omitted. The join of two currents S E %(R n ) and T E ^(R") with compact supports is
where F(x 9 t,y) = (1 -t)x + £> for (JC, /j)ER"XRX R". Then
3(S* T) = (dS)X T-(-\yS ndT
with ( [SLB(*,r)lfa)
For instance the current E" is representable by integration, \\E"\\-er and E n (x) » e x A • • * A e m forxER".
To each locally t n summable differential form \p of degree k < n corresponds E* L^ E %_ k (R n ); if $ is Lipschitzian, then A(PL*)-PLA* and 8(E n L*)-(-l)"~*~l E,, L#-Therefore many analysts think of currents as generalized differential forms.
This point of view is very convenient for the theory of partial differential equations. However, for work in geometry it appears preferable to follow the lead of the topologists, who distinguish intuitively as well as logically between cochains and chains. I consciously regard differential forms and currents as dual objects, which are transformed in opposite directions by differentiable maps.
We define the mass of any S E tf) m ( U) as M(S) =||5J|(1) -sup{S(<|>): <t> E ^T(U) and | | </>| | < 1}, and infer that the set
consists of all those m dimensional currents with compact support which are representable by integration.
We are now ready to begin the discussion of those special classes of currents which have been most useful for geometric measure theory.
We call an m dimensional current S locally normal if and only if S is representable by integration and either dS is representable by integration or m = 0.
We call a current normal if and only if it is locally normal and has compact support 
Rectifiable currents.
The currents which we have discussed so far may be viewed as generalized chains with real coefficients. Now we turn to the much more significant and subtle task of extending the concept of chain with integer coefficients in ways useful for analysis. Our aim is to gain completeness and compactness properties for suitable groups of integral chains, while maintaining as much as possible of the basic geometry of sums of pieces of class one oriented manifolds with integer multiplicities. Starting with integral polyhedral chains we will use Lipschitzian maps, convergence in mass and the boundary operator to construct rectifiable currents, integral currents and integral flat chains.
Whenever 
It happens often that S6^,([/) but 35 g &"_!(£/). For instance f [ -2-', 2"'] G %(R), f ([2">] -[ -2-']) € %(R).
However, we use the groups of rectifiable currents to construct chain complexes closed to the boundary operator in two ways, by restriction or enlargement, as follows:
The union of the groups KK{U) = {S:SE %^{U) 9 We call OC 1 L WO A£ an orientation current of W. Every 1 dimensional integral current is a sum of finitely many oriented simple arcs and countably many simple closed curves, with finite total length. Every n dimensional integral current in R" is a countable sum of currents ± E" |_ A corresponding to t n measurable sets A for which our version of the Gauss-Green formula holds. However, the structure of m dimensional integral currents in R n can be very complicated when 1 < m < n [23, §4.2.25].
The classes of currents most important for our work appear in the diagram of inclusions:
There is an integral analogue ^K of the real flat norm F^. For S G $ m , K (U) we define
$ K (S) -inf{M(/?) + M(T): R E % Hjs {U) t T<E<& m+lK (U),R+dT=S}.
The group ^m^K{U) is a complete metric space with respect to the integral flat distance f K (S x -S 2 ) between 5, and S 2 . Moreover, I m>K (U) is $j K dense in ^^(C/). Since Lipschitzian deformation chains of rectifiable currents are rectifiable, one can use the homotopy formula to estimate the integral flat distance between the images of an integral current under Lipschitz-homotopic maps.
A close connection between integral flat chains and elementary geometry is expressed by the following approximation theorem 
j->oo
For an integral current 5 in C/ we can even do much better, by deforming U slightly in such a way as to map S and dS onto currents largely overlapping an integral polyhedral chain and its boundary [23, §4.2.20]: Whenever S El m (U) and e > 0 there exist P E 9 m (U) with spt P C {x: dist(x, spt S) < e) and a diffeomorphism f of class 1 mapping U onto U such that N(P -f#S) < e, 1 + e is a Lipschitz constant for f and f ~* x , | ƒ (*) ~ *| < e for x E U,f(x) = x /ƒ dist(x, spt S) > e.
It follows that N(f# l P -S) < (1 + e) w € and ƒ#'P is a nonsingular chain of class 1, belonging to some triangulation of class 1 of U.
To proceed further we need the concept of (local) Lipschitz neighborhood retract in R", which means a set A such that for some neighborhood Z of A in and every point of U has a neighborhood V with a holomorphic subvariety A such that dim^ < K and V n spt S c A. It follows that 5 is locally rectifiable. We say that S is positive in case for ||S|| almost all z there exists a factorization
If P is a complex fc dimensional holomorphic subvariety of U, then the regular part R of P is oriented by a unique positive 2*c vectorfield £, and 0&* L^) A f is the unique complex K dimensional positive holomorphic chain S in U for which ||5|| -30 2 " L /*• 8. Homology groups and isoperimetric inequalities. We will employ the local Lipschitz category, whose objects are the pairs (A, E) such that, for some n, A and B are local Lipschitz neighborhood retracts in R" with B c A, and whose morphisms are the locally Lipschitzian maps
f:(A,B)-*(A\B').
We define the groups of m dimensional integral flat chains, cycles, boundaries Our homology theory is isomorphic with the restriction of the classical singular theory to the local Lipschitz category. However, for problems involving integration and for intersection theory, our chain groups are decisively preferable to the singular chain groups. It should be noted that flat chains, unlike singular chains, are equal to their subdivisions. This identification simplifies the construction of cycles, and yields better cocycles with real coefficients. On the other hand it is an open question how usefully integral flat chains could be related to cohomology with integer coefficients.
One of the turning points in the development of geometric measure theory was the discovery that isoperimetric inequalities do not only apply to certain special situations studied in classical differential geometry, but are generally valid metric estimates related to the homology theory of arbitrary pairs in the local Lipschitz category. This fundamental connection between measure theory and algebraic topology is described by the following theorem [23,
§4.4.2].
Suppose (A y B) belongs to the local Lipschitz category, Kis a compact subset of A, and K n B is compact. 
whenever S E $l mK (R n ). These facts are applied in the solution of variational problems with homological constraints.
Replacing integral flat chains by flat chains modulo v 9 one obtains analogous results for a measuregeometric homology theory with coefficient group Z".
In the case of the real coefficient field R the situation is only partially analogous. Proceeding as before we define the vectorspaces of m dimensional real flat chains, cycles, boundaries 
Suppose {A, B) belongs to the local Lipschitz category, K is a compact subset of A, and K D B is compact. One can find a compact subset K' of A and a real number r such that for every S E B m (A, E) with spt S C K there exists T E F m + X (A) with
When B is relatively closed in A it follows that B m (A, B) n F m^( R") is F* closed in F m^( R" 
Suppose (A, B) belongs to the local Lipschitz category and B is relatively closed in A.
( Certain pointwise properties of parametric integrands are linked to convergence properties of the corresponding integrals [27, §2]. First we state a proposition relating convexity of a positive integrand to lowersemicontinuity of the integral on the weakly topologized space of currents with finite mass.
For each positive integrand * on U the following three conditions are equivalent:
(1) * is a convex integrand; this means that *(*, £ + Î,) < *(*, £) + *(*, TJ) for x E UandÇ, TJ E A m R"-(2) ƒ * = sup{S(<f>): * > <t> E <$"(£/)} whenever S E M m ( (7); /oere ^ > <}> means that *(*, 0 > <fe <H*)> for x E £U E A-* 1 . whenever R E %"(R n ) 9 S E ^(R"), dR =3S, spt S is contained in the vectorsubspace of R n associated with a simple m vector £ of R n and
S (JC) = £ for || SU almost all x.
We call * an elliptic integrand if and only if ¥ is elliptic at each point of U and for each compact K c U there exists a common ellipticity bound at all points of K. Regarding the other half we observe that if semiellipticity fails, then it fails in case S is some integral multiple of an m dimensional oriented cube, which equals the sum of arbitrarily small similar cubes, for whose multiples semiellipticity fails homothetically.) In case B « 0 we thus formulate in terms of rectifiable currents the classical minimum problem with prescribed boundary 35. In case B^0we allow a partially free boundary in B.
Ellipticity of ^ at
a with bound c is implied [28, §3] by the Weierstrass
Minimizing currents. Assuming that (A, B) belongs to the local Lipschitz category, B is relatively closed in A and ^ is a positive convex parametric integrand of degree m on a neighborhood U of A in R n , such that there exists a locally Lipschitzian retraction of U onto
If S E x e H m (A, B; Z), then
VajAMiS) « inf { ƒ *: Q E X n M"(t/)}.
If A = R 2 n {x: \x\ > \} 9 p E A 9 q E A and S is a curve in A from/7 to q which loops k times around the origin, then equals the infimum of the integrals j Q^ corresponding to all those one dimensional rectifiable currents Q in A with boundary [q] -[p] which loop k times around the origin.
The preceding examples involve chains with coefficients in Z. By appropriate choices of S and T one formulates analogous problems for chains with coefficients in R, or in Z".
In many important cases one can prove the existence of a current We refer to Q (or g') as absolutely (or homologically) ¥ minimizing in # with respect to (^4, 5) over Z.
Simple examples, like the length integrand on a punctured plane, explain the need for restriction to a compact subset of A. A point a G spt Q is termed regular or singular with respect to Q according to whether or not a has a neighborhood Win A such that W n spt Q is an m dimensional submanifold of class 2 of A.
Since the points a satisfying the hypotheses of the preceding theorem form a dense subset of spt Q, we infer the corollary:
The subset of regular points is dense in spt Q.
Knowing no counterexamples one is tempted to conjecture that the density hypothesis in the theorem could be replaced by the weaker hypothesis . Later we will sketch a simple proof using an appropriate differential form. Other examples were found by Lawson [52] . For m > 7 it is still unknown whether the m -1 dimensional Hausdorff measure of the singular set must be locally finite in A.
Replacing integral flat chains by flat chains modulo v, one similarly studies minimizing chains with coefficients in the cyclic group Z" = Z/*>Z. This change in coefficient group hardly affects the existence theory, but the modified interior structure theory exhibits some distinctly new features. The nature of the singularities of minimizing chains modulo v really depends on the value of v.
In case v = 2, the singular set of an area minimizing m dimensional flat chain modulo 2 in any Riemannian manifold A has Hausdorff dimension at most m -2 [25, §3]. Moreover, the singular set is empty if m = 1, and has dimension at most m -7 if dim A = m + 1.
In case v = 3, the singular set of an area minimizing m dimensional flat chain modulo 3 in any Riemannian manifold has Hausdorff dimension at most m -1. Singularities occur even if m = 1; for example a length minimizing flat chain modulo 3 in C is supported by the union of the three line segments from zero to the cube roots of unity. According to J. E. Taylor [76] the singular set of any area minimizing 2 dimensional flat chain modulo 3 in R 3 is the union of a locally finite family of smooth curves, along each of which three surfaces composed of regular points meet at 120° angles.
Next we consider chains with real coefficients. For every positive convex integrand ^ the following theorem [27, §3.9] guarantees the existence of ^ minimizing real flat chains, with respect to suitable spaces of real flat cycles and boundaries. 
If Kis a compact subset of A,
Z m A A > B ) - Z m( A > B ) n {*: spt R C K}
JQ>
We refer to Q (or g') as absolutely (or homologically) ¥ minimizing in K with respect to (A, E) over R.
In general, minimizing real flat chains do not enjoy regularity properties analogous to those of minimizing rectifiable currents. We will soon illustrate this deficiency by an example. However, partial compensation is afforded by the fact that often the minima ^T(S) associated with sets T of real flat chains can be alternately characterized by the values of S on suitable sets of differential forms [27, § §4.11(2), 4.10(4)].
IfS<EF mtK mthen *z^,*)(S) -sup{S(<ty): * e S»-\U) 9 In case S E F m>Ar (i/) nMJ(/) the equation
V.^)(S)=/ S *
holds whenever there exists a differential form <j> which has the properties listed above and which also satisfies the condition
We proceed to the use of such differential forms in several examples. After verifying through elementary computations [27, §6.3] that d<f> = 0, \\<Kx,y)\\ < lfor(x,.y)EZ,and ( f (x,y), <j>(x,y)) = 1 for (x,y) G Z n spt 7, one infers from our corollary that T is area minimizing with respect to U over R. The singular subset of spt T consists of the point (0, 0). For each integer m > 7 the current T X E m " 7 G I^(R 4 X R 4 X R" 1 " 7 ),
which has boundary zero, is area minimizing with respect to R 4 X R 4 X R m~7 » R m+1 , and the singular subset of the support of this current equals {0} X {0} X R ml . Given an integral flat chain S, one may reasonably choose to minimize the integral of ¥ over currents with finite mass which differ from S by integral flat cycles, or one may allow the differences to be real flat cycles. Similarly one may admit either integral boundaries or real boundaries as differences. Of course the values of the minima are likely to depend, in general, on the choice of Z or R as coefficient group. We will now review the known results We have seen that minimization over Z differs globally from minimization over R. However, it is not known whether these two properties differ locally.
The theory of geodesic fields shows that they coincide in some neighborhood of every regular point.
11
. Slicing. In conclusion we briefly discuss the measuretheoretic method 
